NB. Although many folk think this is the
Ultimate Yorkie size -

This size pup and dog is

suited to very few people.

T CUPS “R” Mijoy
T CUPS “R” Mijoy
We have NO objection if people use our pics on their
desktop on their ipads, or phones but we do have a
huge issue with people using our pics for Public
Communication, such as WHAT’S APP etc.

Teacup Pups and Teacup dogs…
This size dog is suited to very few people. We have proved that time and time again.
It is all about the future owners lifestyle – do you have the lifestyle to own and raise
such a tiny pup and live happily ever after with that ultra tiny dog???
Some points which should be considered when thinking of buying that ultra tiny

GENUINE TEACUP PUP
Our teacup pups are fed around the clock, four hourly, which will be continued for
months to come in the new owners home as well. ***Pajama drill***
The smaller the pup, the faster the metabolism and the more frequent that pups needs
to eat.
A teacup is normally a one person owner, companion dog. It may go to other members
of the family BUT you can be sure its eyes will never stray far from its owner.
This is a pup and dog that could easily pine, stress, etc when left behind by its owner.
It is NOT a pup or dog that should be left at home with the Maid or Granny, it should be
with its owner 24/7 - 365 days of the year.
It is NOT suited to kenneling of any kind as a pup or mature adult dog.
If you want to make use of a Doggy Parlour, insist on waiting for your pup/dog to be
groomed and then taken home immediately or use a mobile parlour where you can
control what is happening to that tiny.
It goes without saying that this sized pup is not a child’s pet, students pet etc.

Owning a teacup dog is a way of life, not something you can do today, leave tomorrow
and pick up and put down when it suits you.
The right owner for a genuine teacup is a responsible, devoted caregiver. Someone
who realizes owning such a tiny is a fulltime responsibility.
The teacup is not a fashion statement or a dog that one has to own because a friend or
family member has one.
A proper teacup dog is a rare dog. If bred properly and cared for responsibly this
pup/dog will live to a ripe old age. However it is up to the owner once that pup leaves
our care, as the longevity of the dog is in the owner’s hands.
We have changed in recent months as to how we operate selling our pups, they leave
us sterilized. Most owners welcome this as they find to have their pups sterilized an
emotional and stressful time. IF it is done by us, the breeder, it takes that stressful
situation out of their hands.
The Teacup dog will also remain with us for quite a period of time, they will have had all
their puppy immunizations, numerous deworming’s, preventative treated against ticks
and fleas from birth as are all our pups and dogs are and have been for years.
They will be Identipet chipped, they will be registered and they will carry health
guarantees.
We will sell teacup sized pups to approved homes only, we will ensure they end up in
the right hands . Home all day does not make an owner a suitable teacup owner, it is
far more involved than that.

